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About This Game

This is a game in genre "Hidden Objects".The story begins and you go in search of parts of the artifact in various parts of the
world to find the hidden and find out the secret. You expect dozens of locations, hundreds of items, and many hours fastened by

the plot of the gameplay. An unusual alternation of the list of items to be searched for - text or a figure - will not let you get
bored either. Control of the game is a classic mouse. There is the possibility of using hints.A lot of gameplay hours included.

Enjoy!
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Buy it. Just buy it. Especially now that it's 74 cents during steam sale, no reason to even hesitate - the graphics aren't amazing in
the vid but when you're in it they work perfectly well. Basically Mad Max kinda stuff, the train goes, you shoot, you save your
rockets for helicopters and try not to die.

Really good if you have a small room - again, it's not a great game but it's THREE DOLLARS (or when I got it, 74 cents.) Two
games in I've gotten my monies worth and I plan to keep playing - yes it's another wave shooter but it's fun, it's easy to explain to
people as a demo, and it works.

What more do you want, really?. This is an amazing experience. Shows VRs potential way beyond and above gaming. Makes me
a little afraid we will never leave our living rooms in the future because this is just like being in a museum.
I hope it continues to expand and I would not mind paying if that would help. Truly a work of art in and of itself.. so this game
is very NOICE
and i love it a lot
and i wonder if you could talk to the developers to see if they could make it multiplayer
cuz then the game would be very NOICE
any one who would like to too then post another review saying so. If you were in diapers when Doom came out you probably
wont like this one.

All the Bad Reviews appear to be from people comparing a 3 dollar indi game made by one dude to the latest COD game made
with a 50million dollar budget and a team of 50+.

This is a solid FPS shooter with old school feel.

Good stuff.. Video review:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ec7JCwez5IY. get this game off steam, or get the devs to update this buggy game.
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Had this on 360 and pc (not EX version) and mostly ignored the game.

Finally gave the EX version a go and I gotta say I'm very pleased with it. The one thing they fixed with this version is they
simplified the currency (original game had three types- think nuts, bolts and screws). That for me made it more enjoyable
because not having to worry about three different parts to have was a relief.

The second character Tarus is (surprisingly) fun to use... So much so that I completed his campaign, (and Btw I LOVED that
ending).

Another thing I really like is the soundtrack. Heavy, crunchy guitar with some really catchy riffs and awesome solo work. This
combined with some light electronic music thrown in is by far one of my favorite game soundtracks. I found myself at work
whistling some of the tunes even!

Being able to go back to earlier stages with newly gained abilities to access new areas/collectibles /powerups is ALWAYS a plus
in my book. So I guess it's *kind of* a metroidvania type game in this sense, but it's not open world. Instead of select the level
you want to go to (there's 7 levels). Just think of it as warp spots. :)

I also liked how the cutscenes aren't voiced at all. I know I'm weird but Im the type of person who gives them my own voice.

Only a couple of things I didn't like but these are small nitpicks- every time a boss or miniboss is introduced you have to wait
some seconds for an introduction (show off) before fighting.
Also the game is a bit short BUT as you can see I have almost 10 hours having played both campaigns and collecting and
upgrading just about everything.

Also I found myself ditching the traditional x to shoot in favor of using the right stick instead. It's something I'm usually against
for this genre but it feels much more natural and flows way better.

8.5/10. This game is hard only because of the controls. clicking just to get out of aim down sight is a horrible game mechanic..
BTW: IF you have the Rare Rave Profile Background i'll buy it and overpay
LINK: http://steamcommunity.com/app/522040/discussions/0/1621724915777063010/

Fun little game. Like a retro RPG but with shoot em up battles.

The first game is free and very similar to this, so you can play that first and pick this up if you want more.
I might have to rage-quit on the final boss though, but that's what I get for selecting the hardest difficulty on my first
playthrough.

Picked up for only $2.24
Discount -$0.75 ( -25%)

WIN
. Works great for me! i only wish the AI would do somthing new, like use other formations to attack instead of sending sqaures
of everything. Also how about adding an option to disable artillery? or better still, LIMIT the amount of artillery you can build..
MoSt Of ThE pEoPlE i MeEt, I oNlY mEeT oNcE. Brilliant game, a spectacular hybrid between RTS and a card game with a
great art too. The mediocre rating on Steam is totally inexplicabile to me.

Take it immediately.. good classic
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